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CHA PTER TEN

O N THE NATURE OF EP ENTHETIC VOWELS

THAi's CRISTOFARO-SILVA '

AND LEONARDO ALM EIDA

1. Introducti on

This paper intends to contribute towards the evaluation of the
representational status of epcnthetic segments by focusing on a Brazilian
Portuguese (BP) case study of epenthetic vowels. Epenthetic segments
vary, in nature, from language to language. In the case of epenthetic
vowels Japanese adopts [v], English and Hebrew use { +-+J, Spanish takes

[eJ. etc. The epentbetic vowel in Brazilian Portuguese is a high front

vowel: {i]. To our knowledge no comprehensi ve experimental work has
been done on this topic (Parlato, 2005-dealt with perception; Carva lho,
2005--amsidered the production of only four words). We intend to fill this
gap in the literature by address ing the phonetic nature of epenthetic vowels
in BP. We intend to show that durational values, adjacent consonants and
prosodic structure are relevant parameters to define a high front vowel as
an epemhetic one. Our results support cla ims from exemplar models
regarding the relevance of fine phonetic detail in phonological
representations (Johnson, 1997, in press; Pierrehumbert, 200 1, 2003) . In
the second section we present the theoretical approach to be adopted in the
paper and we identify the major research questions to be addressed. In
section 3 we discuss the general distribution of high vowels in BP and we
try to characterize the major acoustic charac teristics of this vowel in
previous works. Section 4 describes the methodological procedures
adopted in collecting and analyzing the data. In section 5 results are
explored in the light of the major theoretical claims. The conclusion is
presented in section 6 indicating the major achievements of this paper.
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2. The nature of the probl em

A current issue in the literature in phonetics and phonology is the
relationship between these two areas and how one may benefit from the
other. A major line of research is carried out by Laboratory Phonology
researchers who consider experimental evidence to corrobora te
phonological findings [Pierrehumbert, Ladd & Beckman, 2000) . In this
pape r we intend to show that experimental results provide a more
comprehens ive analysis of epenthetic vowels offering a better
understanding of the ir nature and distributional patterns.

Brazi lian Portuguese has regular front vowels, epenthetic vowels and
pretonic raised mid vowels which are all said to be phonetically
manifested as a high front vowel. The major characteristics of these
vowels will be addressed in the following SCCIion. What is relevant for the
d iscussion presented here is that that regular high front vowels and
epenthetic vowels are traditionally assumed to be phonet ically identical
differing ju st in their representational status: regular vowels are presen t
and fully specified in phonological representations whereas epenthetic
vowels are represent ed by an abstract segment that may or may not be
phonetically manifested as a high front vowel (Collischonn, 2002) .2 TIle
result s presented in this paper show that epenthetic vowels differ from
regular high front vowels with respect to fine phonetic propert ies, name ly
durational values. We argue that these results challenge the traditional
view by suggesting that rather being considered as an abstract segment, as
has been traditionally claimed, epenthetic vowels mav be assumed to be
present in phonological representations. In order ' to investigate the
propert ies of epentheti c vowe ls we designed two sets of experiments
which will be described in detai l in section 3. These experiments are
intended to address the issues listed below.

One of the issues we intended to investigate was whether regular
vowels alway s occurred phonetica lly in contrast to epentheric vowel s. Th is
is because the tradit ional assumption is that epenthetlc vowels may or may
not be pronounced whereas regular high front vowel s are alway s
pronounced. If such a distribution proceeds then the traditional assum ption
will be supported. This is because regular vowels, which would always be
manifested, would be present in phonolog ical representations. In contrast.
epenthetic vowels, which are not phonologically represented, wou ld or
would not be pronounced under speci fic phonological conditions. On the
other hand if both types of vowe ls, regular and epcnthetic, may or may not
be phonetica lly manifested, then one would have to predict under which
conditions a regular high front vowel may be deleted. Furthermore, if

egular and epenthetic vowels may or may not occur in exact ly identical
nvircnments, it will be difficult or arbitrary to determine when a high
:001 vowel is either de leted or inserted. In order to answer this question
oe evaluated the rate at which regu lar and eperuh etic vowels mayor may
ot be pronounced. Th is result will provide us with evidc~ce as to whe~her

egular and epenthetic vowels should be present In phonological

epresentations. . . .
We then verified ifthe nature of adjacent consonants regardin g vorcmg

vould favor epenthesis. Second language studies on Brazilian Portuguese
requiring English showed that epen thesis was favored when an adjacent
:onsonant was voiced (Bapti sta, B. & da Silva Filbc, 2007). If a similar
sehavior is to be observed in the native language, namely BP, then we
....ould expect a greater rate of epenthesis when voiced consonants ~cur.

n this paper we considered native BP words wh~ the ~dJacenl

consonants were (voiced-voiceless) and (volcdess-vOiceless).
Jistributional restrictions did not allow us to consider cases where both
vowels were voiced .) As we will sec the analysis of epenthesi s involving
'voiced-voiceless) consonants and (voiceless-voiceless) ones proved to be
interesting in relation to the rate of epenthesis. The results will all~w u~ to
consider whether epenthesis is implemented gradually by taking 1010

consideration distributiona l propert ies such as voicing.
Another issue we addressed was whether regular and epcnthet ic vowels

have similar or different acoust ic characteristics. More specifically, we
measured durational values for each one of the tokens collected . If regular
and high vowels have the same acoustic properties then they could be
related to the same phonologica l category. However, if there are consistent
and regular differences betwee n regular and epenthet ic vowels one could
sugges t that the two types of vowels are actually distinct . We expected this
result to offer evidence for the representational status of regular high front
vowels and epemhetic vowels. We also considered the prosodic positions
where epenrhetic vowels occurred. We evaluated if epcnthetic vowels
occurred at different rates in the strong or the weak position of a foot. We
expected epemhctic vowels to occur more frequently at the weak position
ofa foot where vowels may be shorter in BP (Faveri & Pagotto. 1999).

The discussion presented in this paper contributes to a better
understanding of the relationship between phonetics and phonology and to
the discussion on the nature of elements which are present in phonological
representations. This paper also supports the view that the implementation
of sound changes is phonetically gradual (Bybee, 200 1). Finally, the
relat ionship between distributional properties and the propagation of sound
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changes is addressed. In the following section we discuss the distribution
of high vowe ls in BP to identify major distributional patterns.

3. High front vowels in Brazilian Portuguese

In this section we consider the distribution and nature of high front
vowels in BP. We also consider previous works that attempted to
characte rize these vowe ls acoustically. High front vowels have three
potentia l sources in BP and we will refer to them as regular high front
vowels, epenthetic vowels and pretonic raised mid vowe ls.

Regular high front vowels are always represented by the grapheme "i"
and they occu r in all possible environments: word init ially (e.g. ilha
" island"), word finally (e.g. alibi "alibi"), in the middle of words, in V
syllables (e.g saida "exit"), in ev syllables (e.g. pirata "pirate", capital
"capital"), in eev syllables (e.g. primo " cousin" , ki grimas "tears"), in
eve sy llables (e.g. misterio "mistery", afirmativa " affirmative" ). In Table
I we present type freque ncy data of regular high front vowels in BP .~

The data in table 1 reflect the occurrence of intervocalic regular high
front vowels where the first consonant in the sequence is listed on the
leftmost colu mn and the second consonant in the ~equence is listed on the
top row. Not ice that regular high front vowels have ~ wide distribution
with very few gaps. This implie s in a high rate of occurrence in the
language with a large range in the distributional system of segments. TIle
total number of types for intervocalic regular high front vowels is 11.55:5 .
We will see shortly that epenrhetic vowels have a much more restricted
distribution.

Epenthetic vowels are always manifested as a high front vowel and
they occu r word initially (e.g. script > [isJcript "script/script") or word
finally (e.g. varig > vari[giJ " Variglthe name of a Brazilian airline,,).3
However, they typically occur between two obstruents se parating two
contiguous consonants. Some examples of words where epenthetic vowe ls
occur are: se[gmJento - se[gimJento "segmenlo/seg ment", ca[ptJo 
CarPilJO "(eu) caproq l) attract". Table 2 shows type frequency o f
epenthetic vowels."

Table 2 shows that the distribution of epenthetic vowels is mere
restricted than the distribut ion of regular high front vowels (cf. table 1).
Thi s follows from the occurrence of a larger number of gaps in the
distribution. It is also worth noting that the total number of types f er
epenthetic vowe ls is 3.788, being thus much smaller than the number o f
types of regular high front vowels (which is 11.555). Note, however, that
in some cases where a single pair of consonants is cons idered the numbe r

of types for epenthetic vowels is greater that the number of types for
regular high front vowels. This is the case, for exam ple, for [kt] which
counts just 4 1 types for regular high front vow els in contrast to 530 types
for epenthetic vowels. We will see later that the number of types for a
given category may be relevant for a better understanding of epen thesis in
general.
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We turn now to brie fly consider cases in which a high front vowe l~ ',c V> .... .... V> '" .... on- N V> :; '0 .,. :;:; ..,
0.... '" '" '" '0 - '" ..,. 00 V> N-

comes from a pretonic raised mid vowel. In this case a high front vowel
..,.

'" typically alternates with a front mid vowel : p[e]rigo - p[i]rigo.... .,. 0
~ '0 ~ 0 - - or..D '" <', .... ~ N .,. '" .D ..,

"p erigo /danger" or cab[e]ludo - cab[i] ludo "cabeludo/ ha ired". A number....

of work~ have looked at the raising of pretonic mid vowels in var ious BP
- ::; '" V> N 0 -:> .., ~ c. :::l "" dialects (cf. Ol ive ira, 1991; Viegas, 1987; Bisol, 19 81; Bortoni et al.c. V> '" N- N "', '" ". .,.

1992) . There is strong evidence that the raising of pretonic mid vowels in.
~

BP is lexically regulated (cf. Oliveira, 1991). Thus, whether or not a·2 or; "c. .D - "" ... '" .... > .. .. I"l B '" Q c. .D - "" .... '" .... Q preton ic mid vowel is raised depen ds on the lexical item , the geograph icalu f- U f-
\ ':-;;...

area and even on the speaker's choices (Olive ira, 2007). Consequently, we
are not able to present any evaluation of the distribution of pre tonic raised
mid vowels. We are not aware of any work that has dealt with a deta iled
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phoneti c description of these vowels regarding articulatory and acoustic
parameters. Therefore, although pretonic raised mid vowe ls are assumed
to be a high front vowel we will not take it to be compared to the other
cases of high front vowels addressed in this paper , namely, regular high
front vowels and epenthetic vowe ls.

Rega rding the acoust ic characteristics of regular high front vowels and
epenthetic vowels a number of works have dealt with it in a way that
would not be sat isfactory to be used as a model in the curre nt paper.
Moraes et al (1996) cons idered oral vowels data from various dialects
evaluating male and female speakers. The city of Belo Horizonte, where
our speakers come from, was not included in their sample. Faveri &
Pagotto (1999) analyzed oral vowels from Santa Catarina dia lect
(Southern Brazil). Marusso (2003) consider speakers from Belo Horizonte
but analyzed only four female speakers. The restriction imposed on sex
and the small number of speakers led us not to consider her result as a
model for comparison. Carv alho (2005) also considered speakers from
Belo Horizonte but her data was very restricted being that she considered
only three words for four speakers . However, an interesting finding in her
work is that epenthetic vo wels were shorter than regular high front vowels
and that formant differences were not statistically significant between
regular high front vowels and epenthetic vowels.

All the works we have j ust mentioned present methodological
problems regarding the description of high front vowels. Thus, we
proce.eded to our data collection specifically designed to ana lyze
durational patterns of both regular high front vowe ls and epenthetic
vowel~. The next sect ion presents the major methodological points
regarding data collection and analysis.

4. Methodology

Two experiments were designed to evaluate durational values of regular
and epent hetic vowels . We se lected three sets of consonants where the first
consonant is a stop and the second consonant is an alveolar stop: (kt), [pt].
[bt]. A regular high front vowe l or an epenthetic vowel would or would
not appear between the two consonants. The selection of the consonants in
question was based on two criteria. The first one conce rned the fact that
both conso nants involved were stops. For practica l reasons it is more
prec ise to measure durational patterns of vowels in between stops. This is
because stops are represen ted by a blank space in the spectrog ram and the
vowel is clearly identifiable in between two stops . The secon d criteria used
to se lect the two consonants was the high type count for them regarding

the voiceless stops sequences [kt] and (pt] (Table 2). Additionally, we
selected the cluster {btl to be contrasted to the cluster [pt] in order to
evaluate whether voiced or voiceless conso nants would favor epenthesis .
Thus, in the experiments the follow ing sequences were considered: [kt],
[pt] , [btl and [kit], (pit], [bit], where a vowel could appear or not betwee n
the consonantal cluste r and the vowel (i] cou ld or could not be deleted in
the seque nces [kit], (pit], [bit]. The following sect ion descri bes experiment
I.

4.1 Experi men t 1

The main aim of experiment 1 was to characterize the rate in which a
regular high front vowel or an epenthetic vowel occurs in sim ilar contexts.
We also consider if any segmental sequence would favor epenthesis.
Finally, we considered durat ional patte rns of regular high front vowels and
epenthetic vowels . The experiment coun ted with 16 participants being 8
male and 8 female. There were two age groups: under 25 and over 35
years old. All participants were undergra duate students from the Federal
University of Minas Gerais, born and living permanently in Belo
Horizonte. 1n beth exper iments the analys is of sex and age d id not show to
be statistica lly sign ificant. A set of 12 words were inves tigated being that
6 of which would present a regu lar high front vowe l and 6 of which cou ld
present an epenthetic vowel . These words were; Expectativa
"expectation", Reinfecrado "reinfected'', Equitw;iio "h oresemanship",
Emperequitoda " paraphernalia", Optor " to opt", Readaptada " readapted",
Apitar "to whistle", Apitados " whistled" , Obtencso " procurement",
Obturaciio " tooth cavity repair", Habitacdo " habitation", Habituacdo
" habituation".

All words were recorded in a text and also in prosodically conditioned
sentences. The tota l number of tokens to be conside red in experiment 1
was 384 .

4.2 E xper im en t 2

The main aim of experiment 2 was to inves tigate the rate at which an
epe nthctic vowel occurred in a corp us with a greater number of words. We
also considered whether any segmental sequence would favor epenthesis.
Durationa l patterns of epent betic vowels were also evalua ted and
contrasted with findings from experiment I. Finally, we analyzed
durational values in relation to stress ass ignment within a foot. A group of
16 participants (8 male and 8 female), aged between 25 and 35 yea rs old,
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Figure 2 - Spectograms of the word "reinfcctado" [hclfck rtadu ]. The arrow
indicates the vowel.ta) Without the presence of an epcntheric vowel (h) Without
the presence of an epenthetic vowel.

--'f'

~-.;;-~.--

--II~" " i'I'- I'- . Ll " 'u..'~

'\:. 10· 1

(a) (b)
Figure I - Specrograms of the word "apitadas" [apiladm ), The arrow indicates
presence or absence ofttle vowel. (a)Wilh regu illf high front vo....e l (b) Without the
presence of high front vowe l.

Fig.IlJ-.2'. t-+- I ,i' 1

T- -~

f;. ,
f :
I, ,..

Ca) (b)
The first evaluation of data considered whether or not a vowel occurred

between the two stops in question. The spect rograms in Figure I show the
case of the word "a piradas/ whistled" , In this case a full high front vowel
was expected (a), hUI we can see that som etimes like in (b) the vowe l is
not present.

all undergraduate students who were born and lived pennanently in Belo
Horizonte were interviewed. Thirty -six words were analyzed being 12
with [kt], 12 with Ipl). 12 with [btl . These words were: a) 12 words with a
[kt] sequence: expectativa "expectation", imelectual " intellectual",
espectador "viewer", caracteristica "characteristic", irf ectologiua
"i nfecteclcgist", hectare "hectare", pactual "the name ora Bank", defector
"det ector", proctologista "proctologist", octagenorio "octagerarian",
pictograma "pi crogram", conjectural "conjectural"; b) 12 words wi th a
[pt] sequence: adaplQfiio "adaptation", optar -to opt" , cap /arlio
"captation", ruptura "rupture", receptor "receiver", Ieptospirose
" leptospiros is", cap/ados "captive", capturada "captured", criptonita
"c ryptenit", clep tomaniaca " cleptomaniac", encrip tar "to encrypt",
preceptora "preceptor" c) 12 words with a [btl sequence: obter "to
obtain", ooteve "has obtained", abteve "obtained", subterninea
"un derground", subtrair "to subtract" , subteuo "subtext", subterfugio
"subterfugio" , obtuso "obtuse. obtermos "we obtain", obturados "tooth
cavity treatment", sub lopicos "subtopic". obtusidade " being obtuse",
abtives semos "ifwe obtained" .

Regarding pros odic structure we considered secondary stres s
assignment as suggested by Segund o (1993): feet are left-headed and built
from right to left . If we con sider that the primarily stressed vowel is
indicated in bold and underlined then. in a word like api f!!r "apitarito
whistle" seco ndary stress will be assigned as (s w). Simila rly, in a word
like intelect(ij lu!!,l"intelectuaV intellectualv-where the epemhetic vowel is
indicated in parenthesis-secondary stress is assigned as (s s w sw). In our
data an epenthetic vowel occurred in the weak position of the foo t in
twenty out of the 36 words and in the remaining 16 words an epen thetic
vowel appeared in the strong posit ion of a foot . Every word was record ed
in prosodically cond itioned sentences being that the total number of token s
was 576 tokens (36 words x 16 participants).

4.3 Data evaluat ion
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Chi-square 25.48, p-value < 0.001

S. Results

49.0

30.0

3.7x 10.20

28.0

46 .0

3.6x lO·~

27.0

42.0

1.3xI0-6

61.0

32.0

Absence or presence of a vowel-ofepcnthetic vowel.

, .

A higher rate of epenthetic vowels is observed whe n one of the
consonants is vo iced, i.e. [btl , (87.5%). On the other hand , when both
consonants are voiceless the rate of the occu rrence of an epenthetic vowel
is lower (74.2%). We suggest that this resul t indicates that distributional
patterns are relevant in the implem entation of epe nthes is. That is, the
phenomenon does not app ly across the board in a general ma nne r. Rather,
epen thesis is implemented in a gradua l fashion tak ing into consideration
distributional patterns. In the case unde r exam ination whether or not the
conson ants invo lved are vo iced is important, bein g that epenthetic vowels
are favored whe n a voiced consonant is adjacent to it.

It is also worth not ing that a property that is ob served in second
language acquisi tion in BP, namely epenthesis being related to the voicing
of adjacent consonants, is also obse rved in BP itself. This gives us
evidence that general patte rns app ly to a mother tongu e as well as to
second language learning. Finally, we conside red data from experiment I
to veri fy the dura tional patte rns in regu lar and epenthetic vowels. Table 5
presents our findings.

. Median of thc duration for high front vowels and epenthetic vowels,
Table 10-5

The distribut ion of the dura tion of high fron t vowe ls and epenthetic
vowels is not normal . Therefore, we per formed a Wilcoxon rank sum
hyp othesis test , to verify if durational va lues we re significantly different.
The nu ll hypothesis being Ho: ~4, i gh from vowel = Ilepenthehe vowels i.e., the median

Table 3 indicates that both regular and epen thetic vowels mayor may
not be pronounced, altho ugh the genera l tendency is for a vowel to be
present at a high rate (78.6%). We suggest that this fact reflects a general
tendency observed in BP which favors CV syl lables." Regarding the
om ission of a vowel we observe the followi ng rates: regu lar high front
vowe ls 4.2% and epenthetic vowels 21.4%. Th e important fac t to be noted
here is that regular high fron t vowe ls may be omitted. As we discussed in
sect ion 2 this fact imposes problems to the assum ption that regular high
front vowels are present in phonologica l representations. Th us, we argue
that this result provides us with evidence that both regu lar and epenthetic
vowe ls sho uld be present in phonological representations.

A seco nd issue we intended to address in experiment I was whet her
the stop was voiced or vo iceless would favor epenthesis. We indicated in
sect ion 2 that epenthetic vowels are favo red in second language learning
when voiced consonants are involved. Ta ble 4 prese nts results concerni ng
the property of vo icing for "the stops in question.

' ~.' \ Regular high front vowel '
\ '; "~ ~ .. : • '- _ .- . ~" T . : ' . Lo..:l. ~·· .~ % ",._

Abs enc e,of vowel 8 4.2
Presence of vo\,·el", . 184 95.8

Absencc or presence of a vowel of regular high front vowel.
Table 10-3

We will first present results from experime nt 1. Th e primary aim of
this experim ent was to investigate whether regular high front vowels and
epenthetic vowels wou ld occ ur or be omi tted. Results are given in the
tab le below:

On the other hand, Figure 2 illustra tes the case of the word
"re infectado/reinfec ted". For this case we wou ld expected an epenthetic
vowel like in (a), but sometimes we find an absence ofa vowel like in (b) .

In the cases where a vowel was attested the duration of each vowel was
done using Praat (Boer sma, P. & Weenink, D. (2007)). Eac h token
measured had its val ues added to a chart whose data we re later analyzed
statistically using Ma tlab. In the followi ng section we present the results
for the questions we have drawn in section 2.
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Absence or presenceof an epenthetic vowel.

207

duration of high front vowels and epenthetic vowels are the same, and the
alternative hypothesis HI being: llh igh fronl vowel > llq,enlhelic vowel> i.e., regular
high front vowels have a greater duration than epenthetic vowels. Note
that the very low p-values lead to the rejection of the null hypothesis for
all cases. In other words, this imply that the mean duration of high front
vowels and epenthetic vowels are significantly different being that
epenthetic vowels are shorter that regular high front vowels.

We suggested above that the fact that regular high vowels were
phonetically manifested offered evidence for assuming that epenthetic and
regular vowels are both present in phonological representations (cf. Table
3). Regarding the results presented in Table 5 we argue that they provide
us with additional evidence that epenthetic and regular vowels are both
present in phonological representations. We claim that speakers know
whether the vowel is epenthetic or regular by the processing fine phonetic
detail: epenthetic vowels are shorter than regular high front vowels. This
result shows that both epenthetic and regular vowels are both' present in
phonological representations and that through processing fine phonetic
detail speakers know whether the vowel is epenthetic or regular (Johnson
1997, in press, Pierrehumbert 2001).

We may summarize findings from experiment I as the following: a)
both regular high front vowels and epenthetic vowels occur at a high rate
favoring syllables CV, b) epenthesis is favored when one of the
consonants in the cluster is voiced and c) epenthetic vowels are shorter
than regular high front vowels.

We will then move to results from experiment 2. In this experiment
only epenthetic vowels were analyzed. Four issues were investigated
considering a greater number of words with an epenthetic vowel (in total
36 words for 16 speakers = 576 tokens). One of our aims was to compare
results from experiment I, regarding the rate of occurrence of epenthesis
and the duration of the epenthetic vowel, with data from a larger set of
tokens. We also intended to verify the relevance of prosodic structure in
the implementation of epenthesis.

Table 6 indicates that epenthesis occurs in 73.6% of cases. In
experiment I we noted that this rate was 78.6%. Thus, we may conclude
that epenthesis applied to a similar rate in both experiments favoring
syllables CV.

Table 6 also provides us with further evidence for the claim that
epenthesis is favored when one of the consonants is. voiced: ~bt]. = ~8%,

[kt] = 68% and [pt] = 64.1%. This supports the claim that dlst~l butlOnal

properties are relevant in the implementation of epenthesis. More
specifically, we find that epenthesis is favored when one of the consonants
is voiced.

We would also like to suggest that type frequency may playa role in
the implementation of epenthesis. In Exemplar models (Johns.on .1997,
Pierrehumbert, 200I) a higher type count strengthens a pattern yielding to
a stronger representation which is less likely to change. If we look at
Tables 1 and 2 we find the following type frequency: [kit] = 41, [kt] =
530; [pit] = 122, [pt] =404; [bit] =58, [bt] =75. The fact that [kt, pt] have
a higher type count than [kit, pit] may contribute to [kt, pt] to present a
lower rate of epenthesis. This is because the high type count strengthens
representations. On the other hand, [bt] has a low type count and could
have a weaker representation. Further research is still needed on this topic.
Consider now data from table 7 which gives durational values of
epenthetic vowels.

Median durationfor high fronl vowels and epentheticvowels.
Table 10-7

:t :'.'. t~ ,~·>'" ~-;, :'ki,~~; ', -'pt .

- :' . ':.' .~c.dia~ t pl s) .:ncdian(m s)
., ~ 4: . .< ~ ••~

Epenthetic ':
..Vo,,~cl " .r-: 30.0 28.5 43.0 33.5

(lsi To~c~s).: » '

The general durational rate for epenthetic vowels is 33.5ms which is
similar to the rate found in experiment 1 (30.0ms). We may thus conclude
that epenthetic vowels are definitely shorter than regular high front vowels
(whose duration was 49.0111s in experiment I). This result supports the
claim that regular high front vowels and epenthetic vowels are both
present in phonological representations and that through processing fine
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Table !().8

Chi-square 16.65, p-velce< 0.001

Relations between t pentht ticvowels and position off001.

6. Conclusion

This paper intended to be a contribu tion towards th~ evaluation 0: ~he
representational status of epenthetic segments by focusing on.a Brazilian
Portuguese (BP) case study of epenthet ic vowels. The analysis presented
showed that both. regular high vowels and epenthet ic vowels mayor may
not be pronounced. However. the presence of a vowel is favored indicatin.g
a general tendency in BP which favors CV syllables. We suggest that this
result provides us with evidence for regular high front vowels and
epenthetic vowel s to be present in lexical represen~tio.ns.

It was also shown that epenthetic vowels are signi ficantly shorter that
regular high front vowels. We claim that this result g~ves evidence for
incorporating fine phonetic detail in lexical representations as suggested
by Exemplar Models (Johnson 1997, in press; Pierrehumbert 200 1). .

Another finding is that epenthesis is favored when one of the adjacent
consonants is voiced. Th is finding gives us evidence tha t a general pattern
apply to a mother tongue as well as to second language lem:ning sine:e a
similar property was found amongst Brazi lians learni ng English (Ba.pl.lsta
& da Silva Filho, 2007) . We also showed that epenthesis IS favored In the
weak posit ion of a foot, Finally. we suggested that type count may also be
important in the implementation of epenthesis but this issue still deserves

further cons ideration.
The resu lts presented in this paper contr ibute to the current debate on

the relationship between phonet ics and phonology and also ind icate that
fine phonetic detail may be present in phono logical representations
(Joh nson 1997. in press; Bybee . 2001. Pierrehumbert 200 1).

position of a foot were longer ' :'=",an in the strong one. In the following
section we present the major results from th is paper.

Wu k Fool '.
;' :",; _% . f

63 19.7
257 80.3

37.0

. Stro ng Fool -.. ~".'~'-,~". :';""."",-::.,~,-~~",,~
Absentt on'o~ t1 89 34.8
PrtstnCf of "o~, t1 167 65.2
Duralion mt dian(ms) 30.0

Table 8 shows that epenthetic vowels occur at a higher rate in a weak
position of a foot (80.)%) rather than in strong ones (65,2%). 111is
indicates that epenthetic vowels are favored in the weak position of a fool.
In order to certify that this result is correct we performed a Wilcoxon rank
sum hypothesis test, to verify if durationa! values are signi ficantly
different. The null hypothes is being HO: pstrong foot = uweak foot. i.e.•
the median duration of epenthetic vowels in the weak position and in the
strong position are the same. and the alternative hypothesis HI : pstrong
foot > pweak foot according to which the median duration of epcnthetic
vowels in a strong position of a foot differs from the med ian durat ion of
epenthetic vowels in a weak position of a fOOL The p-value for this test
was 2.26xlG-5, which lead us to reject the null hypothesis and conclude
that the median duration of epenthetic vowels in the weak position of a
foot differs from the median duration in the strong posit ion ofa foot. This
corroborates our claim that epenthetic vowels are favored in the weak
position ofa foot and it also shows that epenthetic vowels are longer in the
weak position of a foot rather than in a strong one. We suggest that
prosodic distribution of epenthetic vowels is also important in the
implementation of epenthesis .

We may summarize findings from experiment 2 as the following: a)
the rare of occurrence of epenthetic vowels and their d urational values
were corroborated in experiment 2. b) epenthesis occurred at a higher rate
in the weak position of a foot and c) epenthetic vowels in the weak

phonetic detail speakers know whether the vowe l is a regular high front
vowel or an eper-a. -tic vowel. What distinguishes one from another are
durationa l values: epenthetic vowels are shorter than regular high front
vowels.

We also examined in experiment 2 if it wou ld be re levant whether the
epenthet ic vowel occurred in the weak or in the strong posit ion of a fool.
We expected epenthetic vowels to occur at a higher rate in the wea k
position of a foot where vowels may be shorter in BP (Faveri & Pagano,
1999). Table 8 presents our findings.
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Notes

I The authorswould like to thank financial support for this research from CNPq _
Brazilian National Research Council grant numbers 30339712005-5. 2CNPq and
S<l703812004-5.
1 Regarding raised pretomc mid vowels, such as in p(e)rigo > P[1]rigo "danger".
the major claim is that the high vowel is underlyingly a mid vowel (Olivejra,
19'J1).
J A full account of distributional possibillnes of epenrhetic vowels in DP will he
presented in the following section.
• The data presented in Tables I and 2 come from a database designed 10

in...estigate phonological distributions in BP (....ww.projetoaspa org). The source
;orpus fOf this database consists of228 milliontokens ....uh a selof 192.000.

In lwo words an epenrhetic ...cwels has been reporter; to be manifested as [e):
P'!'u > p[~]neu "lire" and odvogodo > od[eJvogado "lawyer". In both eases il is
observed that uehigh front vowel may alsooccur as [i].
• Restriction on !he firs!consonanl inTable 2 reflect the fact that epenthetic vowels
are no! preceded by IGl,O".c,.z.l1.v).
, In two words an epenrheric vowels has been reponed 10 be manifested as [e]:
pritll > p[t]neu "lire " and odvogodo > ad[e]vogodo "lawyer". In both cases it is
observed lh3tthe high front vowel mayalsooccur as [ i].
I Restriction on the first consonant in Table 2 reflectthe fact matepenthetic vowels:re not preceded b)· ltlI .O".1~.z,IJ .v].

In IWO words an epenthelie ...owe1s has been reponed 10 be manifested as [e]:
pneu > p{e]neu "tire" and adwJgodo > ad[t]vogado "lawyer". In both eases il is
observedthatlh: high front vowel mayalsooccur as [ i].
10 Restriction on the firsl consonant in Table 2 reflect the rae! that epenlhetic
vowels are not preceded by Im.O".t.;.z.I!.v).
II Vowel nasalization, L-vocalizalion. R-delelion. Postvocalic-S deletion are
phenomena which corroborate lhis tendency.
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